Tool Dictionary

BEAD PALETTE

1

Use to organize and plan out your jewelry pieces. Create, necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and more with this handy palette. Use the dips to group your
beads and findings and use the labels and lengths for perfect measurements!

LOOPING PLIERS

2

Create your own jump rings or coil spacers from any color or size wire.

FLUSH CUTTERS

3

Perfect for square cuts unlike side cutters. The sharp point makes it easier to cut close to objects. Not for use on Memory wire. For memory wire, see parrot beak pliers.

WIRE JIG

4

Great for making wire jewelry designs. Form elaborate loops for jewelry components including necklace links, ornaments, pins and other various designs.

SPLIT RING PLIERS

5

Cuts most wires and findings. Great for square cuts. The hooked perpendicular jaw opens rings quickly and precisely to save makers’ fingers!

NYLON JAW FORMING PLIERS

6

Use to avoid damage to soft metal findings like sterling. Can also be used to straighten bent wires and pins. Simply draw the wire through the jaws, turn and draw again to
take out the kinks. Reduce the gauge of sterling wire by repeatedly drawing the wire through the jaws.

TWEEZERS WITH BEAD SCOOP SET

7

Come in handy when working with smaller beads to help makers achieve precision work while beading, knotting or crafting.
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8

RING MANDREL

Use to round out wire and metal. The perfect tool to shape wires for earrings or bend metal for rings. It is also graduated for perfect sizing.

9

CHASING HAMMER

Has a dual head with one smooth face for flattening or forging metal and a rounded face for peening and riveting.

10 JEWELRY MALLET

Has a dual head with a plastic end and a rubber end. Great for jewelry and creative projects. Especially good for avoiding scratches while working with metals.

11 BEADING NEEDLES

Longer than standard sewing needles. Use to string multiples beads at the same time as a great time saver.

12 BEAD REAMER

Great for smoothing out rough edges around bead holes and work great on all different types of jewelry.

13 NEEDLE NOSE PLIERS

A multi-purpose tool to help grip and hold small jewelry parts, especially when using both hands.

14 ROUND NOSE PLIERS

Perfect for forming loops and curves in wires.
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15 WIRE CUTTERS
Use to cut wire and findings.

16 3-IN-1 TOOL

An economical starter tool for new makers combining round nose pliers with cutters and a flat pressing surface.

17 LONG NOSE PLIERS

Similar to needle nose pliers but with longer jaws. Preferable for makers with complex projects.

18 CRIMPING PLIERS

Perfect tool for crimp beads and tubes. Crimp ends, & create smooth, rounded professional crimps and crimp covers.

19 PARROT BEAK CUTTER

Has strong by-pass cutting jaw that will handle the toughest wires like memory wire and floral wire.

20 BENT NOSE PLIERS

Curved to allow perfect control picking up and placing small items. The curved jaws make it perfect for working around obstructions.
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